
 
 
Family Plan 
 

Our Family Plan: July 2021 

Children and young people : Adam (aged 7) and Victoria (aged 9)  

Adults, parents and carers: Mum, Dad, Nanna 

 

Who is involved in the plan? 

 
Name and family Role What are the specific things we need to do? Family Supporter 
Mum   -Mum has agreed to continue following the safety plan regarding Robert (plan rules) whenever he visits and 

this should remain in place. She will also continue following the plan rules regarding if Victoria and Adam see 

their dad   . 

Mum  will start the 6 week parenting support course at the Family Hub in September; this will help us as a 

family stay on track with our family rules.  

Nanna   

Dad and stepmum Sharon Dad and Sharon are to be calm and use kind hand and kind words when spending time with Victoria and/or   

Adam or if they see the children out and about. The plan rules will be followed if this does not happen 

Nanna /Mum   and 

schools if required to 

support 

Paul G DSL X School (Victoria) If Victoria is feeling worried or sad she knows she can talk to her class teacher. 

In November, Victoria started being supported by a Trauma Informed Practitioner, and will continue as long 

as Victoria wishes to have this support. 

Paul G DSL X School 

Alice B DSL- X School (  Adam) If Adam is feeling worried, he knows he can talk to Alice or his class teacher. Alice B DSL- XSchool 

 

 

Plan Rules 
 

Key Issues arising from 

Danger Statement(s) 

Existing Safety / What is 

Working well? 

Stressors and Triggers Indicators Danger is emerging or 

present (red flags) 

Who will do what 

when problems 

arise? 

 



Victoria and Adam said when 

they spent time with their dad   

, he has hurt them and shouted 

at them. 

In June, Victoria and Adam 

stopped spending time with their 

dad;. Victoria is now speaking to 

Dad    via WhatsApp. 

The children say they are happy 

living with their mum and don't 

want to see their dad at the 

moment. 

When dad's home is very busy and 

Victoria and   Adam are not doing 

as they are told, dad can get angry 

and shouts loudly at them. 

Victoria and Adam will be at dad's feeling 

scared, worried and sad or they could have 

been hurt. 

Victoria and Adam 

would call their mum 

to fetch them 

straight away 

Dad    and step mum Sharon can 

row with mum   in front of 

Victoria are   Adam, if dad sees 

them. 

Mum   does not respond and tries 

to walk away from any incidents, 

Mum   has no communication with 

dad    

The trigger is dad seeing the 

children with their mum 

If dad and Sharon have come to the house 

or bumped into them and are shouting and 

arguing in front of the children. Victoria 

and Adam are feeling scared or worried 

Mum would call the 

police if dad or 

Sharon became scary 

 

 


